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Abstract 
Background: The ability to quickly and effectively receive medical treatment 
in the event of an automobile collision is one of the most important aspects in 
emergency medical services (EMS). Emergency medical service providers are 
the first to respond and manage cases related to trauma, emergency surgery, 
and critically injured patients. Response time for emergency medical services 
vehicles is especially important for areas, where travel distances are often much 
larger, compared to more urban areas. The importance of the present data 
and analysis procedures are their applicability to multiple environments, in-
cluding urban settings. Methods: The present study is focused on optimiza-
tion of analysis tools, and understanding the influences of different traffic- 
related variables, related to hospital EMS transport times for Pickens County, 
a county in west Alabama. Optimization of associated analysis tools is im-
portant for optimal trauma patient survivability, and as such, is directly rele-
vant to the management of care for severely injured surgical patients. Of par-
ticular interest are the effects of variables, such as travel time, time of the day, 
day of the week, weather, lighting conditions, and crash severity, on the EMS 
response time (ERT), which are analyzed using two types of advanced regres-
sion analysis: geographically weighted regression (GWR) and global regres-
sion analysis (GRA). Results: For GWR analysis, the accuracy of the approach 
is improved by employing an adaptive bi-square kernel weighting function. 
The GWR approach is also unique because geographic location variations are 
quantified for local independent variables, as their effects are included. Mag-
nitudes of variable coefficients, and variable t-statistic values provide informa-
tion on the relative influences and impacts of different variables, and different 
variable combinations, as they are considered in pairs, triplets, and different 
combinations. Conclusion: The resulting effects and alterations to optimal 
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EMS response time are provided for a wide range of travel conditions and 
travel time periods. 
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1. Introduction 

Recent reports from the World Health Organization (WHO) indicate that road 
traffic injuries (RTIs) account for about 1.3 million deaths worldwide annually 
(World Health Organization, 2013; World Health Organization, 2015). Peden, 
Scurfield, Sleet, Mohan, Hyder and Jarawan (2004) indicate that the RTI rate of 
mortality is continually increasing around the world, especially in low- and mid-
dle-income countries (LMICs). Additional analysis of road traffic accidents within 
LMICs by Eftekhari, Khorasani-Zavareh and Nasiriani (2018), and Gopalakrish-
nan (2012) additionally shows that most RTI deaths occur prior to hospital ar-
rival, either at the at the crash scene, or during patient transport. According to 
Eftekhari, Khorasani-Zavareh and Nasiriani (2018), and Bakke, Steinvik, Eidis-
sen, Gilbert and Wisborg (2015), 86 percent of trauma-related deaths occur in 
the pre-hospital phase; and about 39 percent of these deaths are preventable. 

In spite of important improvements to road infrastructure, vehicle design, and 
traffic safety legislation within the United States in recent years, motor vehicle 
crashes (MVC) also continue to be a leading cause of death and injury (National 
Highway Traffic Safety Administration, 2017). Because emergency medical ser-
vices (EMS) provide the critical link between injury and definitive critical care 
(Insurance Institute for Highway Safety Highway Loss Data Institute, 2015), the 
time between the occurrence of a MVC and delivery of a patient to this care is a 
vital factor in regard to the potential and probability of MVC mortality (National 
Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine, 2016). According to Brown, 
Sajankila and Claridge (2017), early arrival of EMS at a crash scene generally 
leads to stabilization of occupants with life threatening injuries, timely triage and 
transport to a hospital. Reducing EMS delays associated with such activities will 
lead to lower probability of loss of life (Kumar, Abudayyeh, Fredericks, Kuk, 
Valente, & Butt, 2017; Byrne, Mann, Dai, Mason, Karanicolas, Rizoli, & Nathens, 
2019), which has direct consequences in regard to the quality of life for individ-
uals at risk. Byrne, Mann, Dai, Mason, Karanicolas, Rizoli and Nathens (2019) 
provide results from a population-based analysis from 2268 US counties, which 
demonstrates a definitive connection between longer emergency medical servic-
es (EMS) response times and higher rates of motor vehicle crash (MVC) mortal-
ity. Of particular importance are results for both rural/wilderness and urban/ 
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suburban settings, where a significant proportion of crash fatalities (9.9% and 
14.1%, respectively) are associated with prolonged response times. Other inves-
tigators also demonstrate that the time taken for EMS to reach a crash site is 
strongly influenced by the location (rural, suburban, or urban) of the crash site 
(Gonzalez, Cummings, Phelan, Mulekar, & Rodning, 2009; NCHRP, 2013). Ad-
ditional early investigations of the consequences, effects, relationships, and asso-
ciated factors in regard to MVC’s, ERT, and patient mortality are described by 
Evanco (1999), Lambert & Meyer (2006), Gonzalez, Cummings, Phelan, Mule-
kar, & Rodning (2009), Trowbridge, Gurka, & O’Connor (2009), and Griffin & 
McGwin (2013). Within these investigations, response time or travel time is the 
interval between the initial reporting of a crash and the arrival of EMS personnel at 
the crash site (Pons, Haukoos, Bludworth, Cribley, Pons, & Markovchick, 2005; 
Lambert & Meyer, 2006; Gonzalez, Cummings, Phelan, Mulekar, & Rodning, 
2009). 

Eftekhari, Tafti, Nasiriani, Hajimaghsoudi, Fallahzadeh and Khorasani-Zava- 
reh (2019) identify and discuss issues related to preventable deaths due to RTIs 
in the prehospital phase of events resulting from a MVC. Data are obtained from 
24 RTI prevention experts, which show that poor management of time is one of 
the six major challenges related to preventable deaths in RTIs in the prehospital 
phase. Another recent study by Ma, Zhang, Yan, Wang, Song and Xiong (2019) 
indicate that ERT, in addition to age, gender, seating position, and manner of 
collision, are all statistically significant in regard to the possibility of a fatality. He, 
Qina, Renger and Souvannasacd (2019) use spatial regression methods to show 
that establishing EMS performance measures is critical for the improvement of a 
rural community’s access to Emergency Medical Services (EMS). Results from 
this analysis show that low service coverage measure means that additional stra-
tegic establishment or relocation of service stations are needed. 

The present study is focused on optimization of analysis tools, and under-
standing the influences of different traffic-related variables, related to hospital 
EMS transport times for Pickens County, a county in west Alabama. This partic-
ular county is selected for analysis because travel distances are often much larg-
er, and EMS Response Times are often longer, compared to more urban areas. 
This particular county is also unique because it includes only one EMS dispatch 
center. The importance of the present data and analysis procedures are their ap-
plicability to multiple environments, including urban settings. 

Of particular interest is determination of the optimal and most physically-rea- 
listic analysis approach, which considers the effects of six independent variables 
(travel time, time of the day, day of the week, weather, lighting conditions, crash 
severity) on one dependent variable, ERT, the EMS response time. The study is 
undertaken using two types of advanced regression analysis: geographically wei- 
ghted regression (GWR) and global regression analysis (GRA). The present in-
vestigation thus demonstrates the application and use of these analytic tools for 
determination of the dependence and impact of ERT in regard to different com-
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binations of independent variables. The GWR analysis approach is unique be-
cause geographic location variations are included for local independent variables 
as they are incorporated within the analysis, which is accomplished using an 
adaptive bi-square kernel weighting function. This particular kernel function 
incorporates a distance decay function, which allocates more weight to proper-
ties closer to a regression point, than to properties farther away. Understanding 
the effect of different independent variables on ERT is important, because short-
ening the ERT minimizes the complications that can ensue related to minor in-
juries, and major injuries, and reduces the possibility of fatalities. Optimization 
of associated analysis tools is thus vital for optimal trauma patient survivability, 
and as such, is directly relevant to the management of care for severely injured 
surgical patients. 

2. Methods 
2.1. Test Environment Data 

Pickens County is a county located on the west central border of the U.S. state of 
Alabama. Pickens County has a medical center located at 241 Robert K Wilson 
Dr., Carrollton, AL 35447. This is the only EMS dispatch location in the county. 
The longitude and latitude coordinates for the Emergency Medical Services (EMS) 
dispatch center in Pickens County are −88.086 and 33.276, respectively. 

Crash records for Pickens County, Alabama were extracted from the Critical 
Analysis Reporting Environment (CARE) database for the dates between Janu-
ary 2016 and December 2019, resulting in a total of 214 crash cases. The crashes 
used in the study were only those for which EMS was dispatched. The variables 
considered are EMS response time (ERT), actual travel time, crash severity, day 
of the week, time of the day, lighting condition, and weather. Travel time is cal-
culated between the Pickens County hospital location and each of the crash sites 
using Google Maps with travel time recorded in minutes for the fastest route. 
Data are analyzed using two methods—Global Regression Analysis (GRA) and 
Geographically Weighted Regression (GWR) analysis. GWR4 software is used to 
analyze the data using both the analysis methods and each variable from the data 
is divided into different categories by code numbers. Figure 1 shows a map of 
Pickens County, with the hospital (EMS) location, and including four examples 
of crash site locations. 

2.2. Regression Analysis Approach—Geographically Weighted 
Regression (GWR) 

Two types of regression analysis are considered: GWR or Geographically Wei- 
ghted Regression, and GRA or Global Regression Analysis. To implement these 
analysis approaches, GWR4 software is employed. GWR4 is statistical software 
developed especially for GWR modeling (Nakaya, 2014). Within this software 
package, the semi-parametric Gaussian GWR model is described using the fol-
lowing equation 
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Figure 1. Pickens County map with hospital (EMS) location and four examples of crash 
sites, with one crash per site. 

 

( ) , ,,ki k i i k i l l i ily u v x z= +β γ ε+∑ ∑                 (1) 

where iy , ,k ix  and iε  are the dependent variable, kth independent variable, 
and the Gaussian error at the location i, respectively. Parameter variables  
( ),i iu v  are the latitude and longitude coordinates of the ith location, and coeffi-
cients ( ),k i iu vβ  are varying with location. Hence, ,k ix  are considered as local 
variables. ,l iz  is the ith independent variable with a fixed coefficient lγ  and 
does not vary with location. Variable ,l iz  is thus a global parameter. Thus, the 
model uses both geographically local terms and global terms. 

For GWR analysis, the coefficient (β) for the local variables is not constant 
like the global variables. The coefficient (β) value varies based on the geographi-
cal location. Hence, instead of an estimate for the coefficient, for the GWR re-
sults, the mean, standard deviation, minimum, and maximum values of the coef-
ficient are provided for the local variables. Whereas for the global variables, the 
coefficient estimate, standard error (SE) and the t-statistic values are provided. 
The standard error (SE) is an estimate of the standard deviation of the coeffi-
cient, the amount it varies across cases. It can be thought of as a measure of the 
precision with which the regression coefficient is measured. The t statistic is the 
coefficient estimate divided by its standard error. The t statistic value indicates 
how strongly each independent variable is associated with the dependent variable. 

A Gaussian model with an adaptive bi-square kernel weighing function is used 
with the geographically weighted regression (GWR) analysis. In GWR modeling, 
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parameters for a location are more strongly affected by the observations occur-
ring close by, as opposed to observations made from farther away. The asso-
ciated influence factor is called the weighting function, wij. Observation is a case 
of crash data at one particular location. The weighting function value for each 
case (crash data) indicates the influence of this case on the regression estimate of 
a different crash case. The weighting function value of cases closer in location to 
a particular crash case is higher, relative to the weighting function value of cases 
which are farther away. An adaptive bi-square kernel weighting function is em-
ployed within the present study to implement these variations, as expressed by 
the equation given by 

( )
( )

22

1 if

0 otherwise

ij
ij i k

ij i k

d
d hw h

    − < =     


                 (2) 

With this approach, the bi-square kernel assigns a weight of zero to observa-
tions outside of the bandwidth, nullifying their impact on the regression esti-
mate. Within Equation (2), i is the regression point index. j is the locational in-
dex. ijw  is the weight value of observation at location j for estimating the coef-
ficient at location i. ijd  is the Euclidean distance between i and j. h is a fixed 
bandwidth size defined by a distance metric measure, and ( )i kh  is an adaptive 
bandwidth size defined as the kth nearest neighbor distance. 

With the GWR approach, the adaptive kernel is employed to optimize the size 
of the bandwidth hi through use of the number of neighboring observations. 
This is accomplished as the bi-square kernel function incorporates a distance de-
cay function, which allocates more weight to properties closer to a regression 
point, than to properties farther away. 

2.3. Regression Analysis Approach—Global Regression Analysis 
(GRA) 

Global regression analysis does not account for geographical variability. For global 
regression analysis, the model is expressed using an equation of the form 

,i ik k k iy xβ= + ε∑                        (3) 

where iy , ,k ix  and iε  are dependent variable, kth independent variable, and 
the Gaussian error, respectively. Here, a different β coefficient is employed for 
each variable. 

3. Variable Selection and Analytic Results 
3.1. Variable Selection and Resulting Data Trends 

EMS response time (ERT) is the dependent variable. Independent variables are 
day of the week, time of day, weather, crash severity, lighting conditions, and 
travel time. For the GWR4 software to process the data, different code numbers 
are used to represent different range magnitudes of the variables. Note that, by 
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changing the code numbers for these variables, the intercept changes but the β 
coefficient remains the same. Also note that reversing the number order changes 
the sign of coefficient for a particular variable. 

Figure 2(a) shows the EMS response time (ERT) variation with travel time. 
The line in the plot indicates ERT is equal to the travel time. ERT is longer than 
travel time for most cases. This is because EMS requires additional time for the 
initial communication, unit dispatch time, and scene time. In few cases, ERT is  

 

 
Figure 2. (a) EMS response time (ERT) variation with travel time; (b) Number of crashes vari-
ation with code for the variable, travel time. Average ERT is given above bar for each code val-
ue; (c) EMS delay time variation with travel time. 
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shorter than travel time. This is because the EMS unit travels faster than normal 
driving limits, and sometimes, the EMS unit is available closer to the crash loca-
tion than the dispatch center. 

Figure 2(b) histogram shows the variation of the number of crashes with code 
for the variable, travel time. Here, the travel time interval associated with the 
largest number of crashes is from 16 to 20 minutes. Note that the average ERT is 
given above the histogram bar for each code value within Figure 2(b). Average 
ERT values within this figure generally show the expected trend of an increase 
with travel time, with one exception. The average ERT value is higher than ex-
pected for the 6 to 10 minute travel time interval, because of anomalous events, 
with larger delay times, associated with more serious injuries and longer than 
typical scene times. 

Figure 2(c) shows the variation of EMS delay time with travel time. Here, 
EMS delay time is the difference between EMS response time and travel time. 
Negative delay time values thus indicate that ERT is smaller than travel time. 
The trend of data within Figure 2(c) shows that delay time generally decreases 
as travel time increases. This means that, as travel distances become larger, and 
travel times are larger, differences between EMS response time and travel time 
are generally less. 

3.2. Global and Local Variables Using Diff-Criterion for GWR  
Results with Adaptive Bi-Square Kernel Weighting Function 

To determine if a variable is global or local, a geographical variability test is per-
formed. Geographical variability for each coefficient is tested by model compar-
ison. For testing the geographical variability of the kth varying coefficient, a 
model comparison is carried out between the original GWR model (kth variable 
as local) and a switched GWR model in which only the kth coefficient is fixed (as 
global variable) while other coefficients are kept as they are in the original GWR 
model. If the original local GWR (kth variable as local) is better than the switched 
GWR model (kth variable is fixed) by a model comparison criterion (such as a 
corrected Akaike Information Criterion, AICc, as described by He, Qina, Renger 
and Souvannasacd (2019), the kth coefficient is certainly varying over space. The 
test routine repeats this comparison for each geographically varying coefficient. 
Difference of criterion (diff-Criterion) is the comparison of criterion value be-
tween original GWR model (kth variable as local) and switched GWR model 
(kth variable as global). Negative value of the difference indicates that the origi-
nal GWR model is better than the switched GWR model, which indicates that 
the kth variable is local or spatially-varying. Positive value of diff-Criterion sug-
gests no spatial variability and indicates that the kth variable is global (fixed). 
Diff-Criterion values are high and negative except for travel time which is posi-
tive and small. Local variables vary geographically. Global variables are fixed. 
From Diff-Criterion results, independent variables, day of the week, time of the 
day, weather, crash severity, and lighting conditions are local terms, whereas 
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travel time is a global term. 

3.3. Geographically Weighted Regression (GWR) Results, With 
Adaptive Bi-square Kernel Weighting Function 

As mentioned, all independent variables, except travel time, are local terms. 
Travel time is the only global term. For GWR analysis, coefficient β, included 
within Equation (1), is associated with each local variable. Coefficient β is not 
constant like the global variables, but varies based on the geographical location. 
Hence, instead of an estimate for the β coefficient, for the GWR results, the mean, 
standard deviation, minimum, and maximum values of the coefficient are pro-
vided for the local variables, which are day of the week, time of the day, weather, 
crash severity, lighting conditions. In contrast, for the global variable travel time, 
provided are estimated value, standard error (SE) value, and t statistic value. For 
the analysis results which follow, the effect of the variable travel time is consi-
dered on an individual basis, as well as with combinations of other variables, in 
regard to the effects of independent variables on the dependent variable, EMS re-
sponse time or ERT. 

3.3.1. Travel Time—Global Independent Variable 
Table 1 shows GWR results with adaptive bi-square kernel for ERT as depen-
dent variable and travel time as only one independent variable. To provide a 
baseline case for comparison as effects of additional variables are included in the 
analysis, only travel time is considered as an independent variable. Based on the 
geographical variability test results, travel time is considered as a global variable. 
When only the effect of travel time on ERT is analyzed, travel time has a positive 
impact. This indicates that ERT increases with increase in the travel time. The 
coefficient estimate of travel time is 1.147 which indicates that ERT is longer 
than travel time. This means that the average ERT is 14.7% longer than actual tra-
vel time when no other independent variables are considered. The standard er-
ror (SE) which indicates the variation of estimate is 0.290. 

The greater the magnitude of t-statistic, the greater the evidence that there is a 
significant effect upon the dependent variable due to the independent variable. 
The t-statistic value is for travel time is 3.955 which indicates that travel time has 
a significant impact on the EMS response time (ERT). 

3.3.2. Travel Time—Global Independent Variable Consideration with 
Other Local Independent Variables 

Tables 2(a)-(d) show GWR results with adaptive bi-square kernel for ERT as  
 

Table 1. Geographically weighted regression (GWR) analysis (with bi-square kernel weight-
ing function) results for EMS response time (ERT) as the dependent variable, and one 
independent variable, travel time. 

Type of variable Independent variables Coefficient estimate Standard Error t (Estimate/SE) 

Global Travel time 1.147 0.290 3.955 
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Table 2. (a) Geographically weighted regression (GWR) analysis (with bi-square kernel weighting function) results for EMS re-
sponse time (ERT) as the dependent variable, and two independent variables, including travel time; (b) Geographically weighted 
regression (GWR) analysis (with bi-square kernel weighting function) results for EMS response time (ERT) as the dependent va-
riable, and three independent variables, including travel time; (c) Geographically weighted regression (GWR) analysis (with 
bi-square kernel weighting function) results for EMS response time (ERT) as the dependent variable, and four independent va-
riables, including travel time; (d) Geographically weighted regression (GWR) analysis (with bi-square kernel weighting function) 
results for EMS response time (ERT) as the dependent variable, and six independent variables, including travel time. 

(a) 

Type of 
variable 

Independent 
variables 

Coefficient 
estimate 

Standard 
Error 

t  
(Estimate/SE) 

Mean 
Standard 
Deviation 

Minimum Maximum 

Global Travel time 1.022 0.285 3.592 
    

Local Lighting condition 
   

1.722 2.840 −2.224 17.497 

Global Travel time 1.159 0.245 4.730 
    

Local Weather 
   

0.112 1.888 −3.655 2.400 

Global Travel time 1.230 0.261 4.720 
    

Local Day of the week 
   

6.244 9.734 −8.694 27.672 

Global Travel time 1.066 0.296 3.606 
    

Local Time of the day 
   

1.134 2.479 −2.714 15.744 

Global Travel time 1.233 0.329 3.751 
    

Local Crash Severity 
   

0.703 5.706 −44.274 18.124 

(b) 

Type of 
variable 

Independent 
variables 

Coefficient 
estimate 

Standard 
Error 

t  
(Estimate/SE) 

Mean 
Standard 
Deviation 

Minimum Maximum 

Global Travel time 1.236 0.248 4.991 
    

Local 
Weather 

   
−0.148 2.734 −7.146 2.689 

Day of the week 
   

7.459 10.097 −4.774 29.708 

Global Travel time 1.023 0.312 3.277 
    

Local 
Time of the day 

   
0.586 3.358 −6.088 21.831 

Day of the week 
   

5.529 11.339 −36.046 35.340 

Global Travel time 1.166 0.273 4.277 
    

Local 
Weather 

   
0.287 2.357 −4.912 3.057 

Time of the day 
   

1.293 1.962 −1.982 10.353 

(c) 

Type of 
variable 

Independent 
variables 

Coefficient 
estimate 

Standard 
Error 

t  
(Estimate/SE) 

Mean 
Standard 
Deviation 

Minimum Maximum 

Global Travel time 1.081 0.297 3.634 
    

Local 

Weather 
   

0.205 3.328 −10.477 4.505 

Time of the day 
   

0.888 2.915 −3.667 19.532 

Day of the week 
   

6.080 11.934 −31.468 41.220 
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(d) 

Type of 
variable 

Independent 
variables 

Coefficient 
estimate 

Standard 
Error 

t  
(Estimate/SE) 

Mean 
Standard 
Deviation 

Minimum Maximum 

Global Travel time 1.104 0.268 4.115 
    

Local 

Time of the day 
   

−0.311 2.889 −5.466 4.408 

Day of the week 
   

6.683 10.115 −6.382 33.278 

Weather 
   

−0.079 3.062 −8.717 3.407 

Lighting Condition 
   

1.237 2.820 −3.271 8.798 

Crash severity 
   

0.701 2.854 −9.373 10.800 

 
dependent variable and travel time as one independent variable with additional 
independent variables added to the analysis. Overall, travel time has a positive 
impact on the ERT. It indicates that as the travel time increases, the ERT also 
increases. The coefficient of the variable travel time ranges between 1.022 and 
1.236 as different independent variables are added to the analysis. The range of 
coefficients for travel time indicates that additional variables have an impact on 
ERT. Adding variables time of the day and lighting conditions to the analysis re-
duces the coefficient estimate for travel time. Whereas, adding variables weather, 
day of the week, and crash severity increases the coefficient estimate value. 

The t-statistic value greater than 1 indicates the coefficient estimate is bigger 
than the standard error, which indicates that the independent variable has a sig-
nificant effect upon the dependent variable. The t-statistic value for variable tra-
vel time varies between 3.277 and 4.991. This indicates that travel time has a sig-
nificant impact on the EMS response time (ERT) variation. The t-statistic value 
for travel time increases by adding variables weather and day of the week to the 
analysis. But adding, variables time of the day, lighting condition, and crash se-
verity to the analysis somewhat reduces the t-statistic value. 

3.4. Global Regression Analysis (GRA) Results 

Global regression analysis (GRA) does not account for spatial variability of the 
independent variables, which means that the model is without spatial variation 
relationships, and that model results are independent of spatial location. Global 
estimate values are spatial averages, and all independent variables are global. As 
such, global regression analysis is employed to provide spatially-independent 
results for comparison with GWR analysis results, where in spatial variations of 
independent variables are included. 

Table 3 shows global regression results for ERT as dependent variable and 
travel time as one independent variable with five additional independent variables. 
Based on the coefficient estimates, when six independent variables are considered, 
data indicates that travel time has a higher impact on ERT with GWR analysis 
than global regression analysis. Day of the week also has a lower impact on ERT 
with global regression analysis. Weather, lighting condition, and crash severity 
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have higher impact with global regression analysis than the GWR model. The 
impact of time of the day on ERT with global regression analysis is higher when 
compared to GWR with bi-square kernel. The t-statistic values show that va-
riables travel time, day of the week, and lighting condition have statistically sig-
nificant impact on ERT, whereas variables weather, time of day, and crash sever-
ity have lower significance. 

3.5. ANOVA Comparisons of GWR Results and GRA Results 

ANOVA, or analysis of variance, results provide comparisons between GRA, glob-
al regression analysis, and GWR, geographically weighted regression analysis. 
With this approach, Source, Sum of Squares (SS), Degrees of Freedom (DF), 
Mean Square (MS), and F-statistic value are determined. As such, ANOVA val-
ues indicate if adding geographical variability location data (by means of GWR) 
leads to an improvement in model performance. The sum of squares (SS) re- 
presents a measure of variation or deviation from the mean, and is calculated as 
a summation of the squares of the differences from the mean. Values of SS are 
calculated for GRA residuals, GWR residuals, and GWR improvement. The dif-
ference between the GRA residuals value and the GWR residuals value is the 
GWR improvement. GWR improvement is determined both for SS values and 
for DF values. The MS is calculated by dividing the Sum of Squares (SS) by the 
Degrees of Freedom (DF). The F-statistic is then the MS value of GWR im-
provement divided by the MS value of the GWR residuals. 

Table 4 shows the ANOVA Table which indicates that SS is lower for GWR  
 

Table 3. Global regression analysis (GRA) results for EMS response time (ERT) as the 
dependent variable, and six independent variables, including travel time. 

Independent variables Coefficient estimate Standard Error t (Estimate/SE) 

Travel time 0.696 0.221 3.148 

Time of the day −0.552 1.700 −0.325 

Day of the week 4.845 2.890 1.677 

Weather −0.134 1.292 −0.104 

Lighting condition 2.315 1.417 1.634 

Crash Severity 1.246 1.566 0.795 

 
Table 4. ANOVA Table for six independent variables, analyzed using geographically 
weighted regression (GWR) with bi-square kernel weighting function, and global regres-
sion analysis (GRA). 

Source SS DF MS F 

GRA Residuals 72,547.941 207.000 
  

GWR Improvement 28,111.033 46.317 606.922 
 

GWR Residuals 44,436.908 160.683 276.551 2.195 
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residual values than for GRA residual values. Because a lower SS value indicates 
a better fit model, results indicate that the GWR approach provides improved 
model analysis results. Table 4 also shows that the F-statistic is greater than 1, 
which indicates that the MS value of GWR improvement is higher than the MS 
value associated with GWR residuals. This result also provides evidence that an 
improved model fit is provided by the GWR approach. 

4. Summary and Conclusions 

The present investigation is undertaken to demonstrate the use of Geographi-
cally Weighted Regression (GWR) and Global Regression Analysis (GRA) for 
determination of the dependence of EMS Response Time (ERT) in regard to a 
variety of independent variables. EMS response time (ERT) variation data are 
provided for Pickens County, a county in west Alabama. The choice of this test 
environment is unique because only one EMS dispatch center is located within 
the county. The GWR analysis approach is unique because geographic location 
variations are included for local independent variables, as they are incorporated 
within the analysis, which is accomplished using an adaptive bi-square kernel 
weighting function. This particular kernel function incorporates a distance decay 
function, which allocates more weight to properties closer to a regression point, 
than to properties farther away. The present investigation thus demonstrates the 
application and use of these analytic tools for determination of the dependence 
and impact of ERT in regard to different combinations of independent variables. 
From geographical variability results, the local independent variables, which are 
considered, are day of the week, time of the day, weather, crash severity, and 
lighting conditions. The one global independent variable is travel time. As such, 
the present data and analysis procedures are important because of their applica-
bility to multiple environments, including urban settings. 

Of particular interest are the effects and influences of these six independent 
variables on one dependent variable, ERT, the EMS response time. From ANO- 
VA table data, Sum of Squares (SS) values and Mean Square (MS) values are 
lower for GWR analysis with the adaptive bi-square kernel weighting function, 
relative to GRA determined values. The associated F-statistic is greater than 1, 
and equal to 2.195, which indicates that the Mean Square value of GWR im-
provement is higher than the Mean Square value associated with GWR residuals. 
Such results provide evidence that an improved model fit is provided by the 
GWR approach, which is considered to be the optimal and most physically-rea- 
listic analysis method. As such, improved model performance is provided by in-
cluding geographic location variations for local independent variable effects, 
through the inclusion of an adaptive bi-square kernel weighting function. 

Magnitudes of coefficients provide quantitative assessments of the impact and 
influence of different independent variables on the dependent variable, ERT. 
When only the effect of the travel time on ERT is analyzed, travel time has a 
positive impact. This indicates that ERT increases with increase in the travel 
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time. The average ERT is 14.7 percent longer than actual travel time when no 
other independent variables are considered. As additional independent variables 
are added to the analysis, the coefficient of the variable travel time ranges be-
tween 1.022 and 1.236, which again indicates that ERT is longer than travel time 
for different combinations of variables. Adding variables time of the day and 
lighting conditions to the analysis reduces the coefficient estimate for travel time. 
Whereas adding variables weather, day of the week, and crash severity increases 
the coefficient estimate value. T-statistic values for variable travel time, ranging 
between 3.277 and 4.991, confirm that travel time has a significant impact on the 
EMS response time (ERT) variation. The t-statistic value for travel time increas-
es by adding variables weather and day of the week to the analysis. However, 
adding variables, time of the day, lighting condition, and crash severity, to the 
analysis somewhat reduces associated t-statistic values. Note that the qualitative 
aspects of these conclusions are confirmed using standard statistical analysis 
procedures. 

Overall, the GWR and GRA analysis results indicate that, as the travel time 
increases, the EMS response time also increases, with complex variations as the 
influences of different numbers and combinations of independent variables are 
considered. Understanding the effect of these different independent variables on 
ERT is important, because shortening the ERT minimizes the complications that 
can ensue related to minor injuries, and major injuries, and reduces the possibil-
ity of fatalities. The present research is thus important as it provides enlighten-
ment regarding the statistical dependence of EMS response time, or ERT, on a 
variety of relevant physical variables, as well as information on the analytical 
tools which can be utilized for the associated analysis. Such ERT information, 
and the optimization of associated analysis tools are thus directly relevant for 
management of care for severely injured surgical patients, optimal trauma pa-
tient survivability, and trauma system design. 

Future research will consider GWR analysis of the dependence of EMS Re-
sponse Time (ERT) on a variety of independent variables, as different kernel wei- 
ghting functions are employed. 
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